
HK WINNING FACTOR HK WINNING FACTOR HK WINN  

SHA TIN – December 8, 2019 
Rail position: A (good).  
Market Guide: ^ Expect to run longer odds.  v Expect to run shorter odds. Note, suggested bets based on 

current/expected tote odds in Hong Kong which can change dramatically in final minutes. Rating odds are 
displayed for runners up to 30-1 as a guide for subscribers with access to fixed odds. 

Maps: note race maps in HK racing very fluid. Fields are declared 3 days before, giving jockeys, owners & trainers 
72 hours+ to work out pace & often change tactics accordingly, even radically. There is no requirement to notify 
officials of any change of tactics. 

 
Race 1 – Class 4      1400m 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = AVE 

1 3.1 EMERALD SPUR  3.2 14 SMART CHARADE  >>>> 

  2 9.5 SMART CHARADE  17 13 GOD OF DRAGON  >>>> 

3 14.9 ALL WONGCHOY  12 12 ALL WONGCHOY  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

4 29.5 GOD OF DRAGON  11 11 SHAMPORT  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

5  SHAMPORT  25 ^ 10 TRIPLE TRIPLE  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

6 14.9 SUNSHINE UNIVERSE  12 9 SUNSHINE UNIVERSE  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

7 6.1 TRIPLE TRIPLE  5.3 8 SHINEALOT  >>>> 

8 12.0 BRIGHT KID  6.5 7 VICTORY MASTERY  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

9  VICTORY MASTERY  105 6 EMERALD SPUR  >>>>>>> 

10  IRON KING  56 ^ 5 FANTASTIC SHOW  >>>> 

11  SHINEALOT  30 ^ 4 SOLAR BILLION  >>>>>>> 

12  FAIRY FLOSS  57 3 IRON KING  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

13 12.0 FANTASTIC SHOW  8.4 ^ 2 FAIRY FLOSS  >>>>>>> 

14  SOLAR BILLION  36 ^ 1 BRIGHT KID  >>>>>>>>>> 

 

The race: Pace looks sound, with 3 rolling forward from the outside half of the draw. Victory Mastery had indicated at the trials he 

would be a pace influence at his debut 1200m but, from a wide gate, he couldn’t get there & coursed wide just off the lead. Up to 

1400m, with a better draw, can see him crossing the ones inside him, where Iron King and perhaps Bright Kid have the most 
speed. Sunshine Universe ran well from the front l/s this c/d and the 10-pound claimer goes on here, so expect him to be sent 

forward again and All Wongchoy has been showing pace 1200m, steps up in distance and Blkrs go on here as well. Every 

chance Shamport and Triple Triple will try to track that group across from their wide draws too so there looks enough speed to 

produce average tempo, just not expecting any duel that  could push things over into faster. 

 

Recommendations: This was also the first race in 2018 on this day and SMART CHARADE drew gate 14, came from last to win it at 

long odds and he has not been back to C4 since. He has not caught the eye in 3 runs C3 this season but back in this grade is 

worth a ticket at likely price. 1 unit. Struggling to find much value in the rest of the market.  

 
Race 2 – Class 3      1800m 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = < AVE 

1 9.1 EASY GO EASY WIN  41 14 GO BALLISTIC  >>>> 

  2 7.2 SPLENDOUR AND GOLD  17 V 13 HAPPY SEBRING  >> 

3 22.0 MONGOLIAN KING  11 12 CINQUANTE CINQ  >>>>>>>>>> 

4 11.3 HAPPY SEBRING  4.0 ^ 11 I DO  >>>>>>> 

5 11.3 VINCY  18 V 10 LONDON HALL  >>>> 

6 27.5 CHAMPION SUPREME  6.0 ^ 9 HOME WIN  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

7  GO BALLISTIC  34 ^ 8 SPLENDOUR AND GOLD  >>>>>>> 

8 17.7 I DO  4.4 ^ 7 RULE THEE  >>>>>>>>>> 

9 14.1 WORLD FAMOUS  12 6 EASY GO EASY WIN  >>>>>>> 

10 3.7 CINQUANTE CINQ  7.7 V 5 VINCY  >>>>>>> 

11 17.7 HOME WIN  78 4 WORLD FAMOUS  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

12  JADE FORTUNE  47 ^ 3 CHAMPION SUPREME  >>>>>>> 

13  RULE THEE  36 ^ 2 MONGOLIAN KING  >>>>>>> 

14  LONDON HALL  19 ^ 1 JADE FORTUNE  >>>>>>> 

 

The race: A real scarcity of speed and likelihood of a soft tempo. On what we’ve seen in HK, World Famous often been in the first 

few shorter trips so a potential leader here but think the more likely leader is Home Win. He was a touch slow out l/s then pressed 

forward around the field looking for the front at 2000m and worked hard trying to get there and folded. In Australia, won 2000m 

leading and was a willing forward runner – without much opposition for the front here, can see him as the one with some intent. 

 

Recommendations: Champion Supreme mixes his form and, frankly, is a horse who is often well under the odds, Happy Sebring 

will miss the start and settle last and I Do is coming off a 2-month break after being scratched with a blood abnormality a month 

ago. None of that looks positive for the 3 early favourites so happy to bet well into the race and bet around them. CINQUANTE 

CINQ is the most interesting runner here – lightly-raced and improving and coming off a terrific second at HV. What the market is 

uncertain about is that all his racing has been at the Valley and that’s why he is the price he is but can’t hang him for something 
he has not done. 4.5 units. EASY GO EASY WIN back to C3 for the first time since he won HK debut. Can improve here. 2 units. 

SPLENDOUR AND GOLD won 4 of 10 and l/s winner here beating Glorious Dragon who won in C2 on Wed night. 2 units. VINCY 

improver from better draw. 1 unit. Think HOME WIN an interesting runner at huge odds. Hampered by wide gates 3 runs HK, he’s 

no star on Australian form but can stay, may find himself in front and left alone here, 1 unit.  

 



 

Race 3 – Class 3      1200m 
 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = AVE 

1  ANONYMA  165 14 BLOTTING PAPER  >>>>>>> 

  2 12.1 REEL BIZZY  22 13 SHINING GEM  >>>>>>> 

3  BE READY  15 ^ 12 MAGIC SUPREME  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

4 3.2 BEAUTY APPLAUSE  2.4 11 PRINCE OF GEMS  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

5  FLYING ON THE TURF  53 ^ 10 BEAUTY APPLAUSE  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

6 18.8 ELIGERE  32 9 DIAMOND BRILLIANT  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

7 23.5 MAGIC SUPREME  11 ^ 8 ELIGERE  >>>>>>>>>> 

8 15.1 HIGH RISE SOLDIER  6.2 ^ 7 HIGH RISE SOLDIER  >>>>>>> 

9  BLOTTING PAPER  61 ^ 6 FLYING ON THE TURF  >>>>>>>>>> 

10 29.7 SHINING GEM  9.4 5 REEL BIZZY  >>>>>>>>>> 

11 6.2 SUPER WEALTHY  12  4 ANONYMA  >>>>>>> 

12  ARDENODE  85 3 SUPER WEALTHY  >>>>? 

13 18.8 DIAMOND BRILLIANT  15 2 ARDENODE  >>>> 

14 6.2 PRINCE OF GEMS  10 V 1 BE READY  >>>>>>> 

 

The race: The start is crucial for the speed here. Magic Supreme has not been pressed for pace in HK trials but had plenty of pace 

in Australia. He fidgets in the starting gates & did miss away a couple of times in Sydney but if he begins well here, it likely means 

3 pressing forward from outside gates in the early stages and generating a genuine pace, especially if Diamond Brilliant tries to 

tag along with them as he did behind the speed f/up last month. Reel Bizzy began slowly HV l/s but has some speed and 

debutant Flying On The Turf & Eligere have some speed. Super Wealthy (ex Covert Operation) is a query as he has been that far 

back HK trials but had a history in Australia of jumping slowly? 

 

Recommendations: No real knock on Beauty Applause but was able to control slow pace f/up win gate 1, not convinced he will 

get the same favours here and going to be very short anyway. Some interest in SUPER WEALTHY, heavily bet and won only run 

Australia after doing pretty much everything wrong. Having first run HK here and that not normally a great recipe but Whyte has 

been getting all of his runners ready to go first time and on Wed night ran 2nd with a previously-raced horse on debut. This has 

trialled nicely 3 times and clearly has upside on what it did in Sydney. 2 units. REEL BIZZY slow out f/up then knocked down and 

his run HV better than looks. Winner this c/d l/season. 1 unit. PRINCE OF GEMS can improve, on first for a while l/s 1400m and 
1200m suits better. 1 unit. Didn’t mind debut of ELIGERE when he had no advantages out in the centre down the straight, which is 

rarely the fast lane, but ran ok. 0.5 unit.  

 
 

Race 4 – Group 1      2400m 

 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = < AVE 

1 3.5 EXULTANT  2.4 14 EXULTANT  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

  2 16.8 GLORY VASE  6.0 ^ 13 MOUNT EVEREST  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

3  ASPETAR  19 ^ 12 ANTHONY VAN DYCK  >>>>>>>>>>? 

4  SOUTHERN LEGEND  26 ^ 11 ASPETAR  >>>> 

5  YOUNG RASCAL  33 10 YOUNG RASCAL  >>>>>>>>>> 

6 20.9 CALLED TO THE BAR  59 9 SOUTHERN LEGEND  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

7  PRINCE OF ARRAN  36 8 PRINCE OF ARRAN  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

8  EAGLE WAY  19 ^ 7 GLORY VASE  >>>>>>> 

9  HO HO KHAN  24 ^ 6 TRUE SELF  >>>>>>> 

10  DEIRDRE  15 ^ 5 HO HO KHAN  >>>>>>> 

11 5.5 LUCKY LILAC  10 4 CALLED TO THE BAR  >>>>>>>>>> 

12 20.9 TRUE SELF  88 3 EAGLE WAY  >>>>>>> 

13 4.4 ANTHONY VAN DYCK  5.2 2 DEIRDRE  >>>>>>> 

14  MOUNT EVEREST  73 1 LUCKY LILAC  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

The race: Absolutely dynamite to map this. Not one recognized leader. In a similar set up last year Purton went forward from 

wider gate on Exultant and some good pace was actually generated early as others had similar thoughts and last year’s Vase 

was one of the faster-run Vases for the first 800m as a result. That is the danger again here, although on paper it looks moderate 

speed. The Aidan O’Brien runners Anthony Van Dyck and Mount Everest also very interesting runners. Mount Everest made a total 

mess of the start in Breeders’ Cup run & clear last early. Has not been ridden that positively in 4 runs as 3yo, except when handy 

in a field of 5 in Sept, however he had shown good gate speed as 2yo in 3 of 4 runs after missing start debut. If he was to 

rediscover some of that early speed and roll forward here, he could be a pace influence and could also provide a back to follow 
over for his better fancied stablemate, who wears Blkrs first time. What the point of the gear change is, it’s hard to guess - he has 

won a Derby at Epsom without them! He is a foolproof beginner who usually then steadies behind runners, though where he goes 

here after jumping well is a query? Is there a prospect of Mount Everest pressing forward as some kind of pacemaker and 

Anthony van Dyck tracking him across? Prince Of Arran and Southern Legend likely handy without looking for the lead and 

Young Rascal likewise. 

 

Recommendations: If it all pans out for Exultant he is hard to beat but there are no guarantees from this gate. Very interesting 

runner this Irish 3yo ANTHONY VAN DYCK – he is almost 4yo but gets a weight break. There is a school of thought that Euro 3yos 

weren’t that great this year but he is still an Epsom Derby winning colt from a top yard and there is no commercial positive in 

bringing him here if he is going to disappoint. 2 units. LUCKY LILAC has solid Japanese form, which usually holds up in this race 

each year, and he has the draw. Did have to undergo a second vet check to clear him after not being perfectly sound on 

Thursday but hard to know what that means. A couple of roughies at big odds, TRUE SELF up a bit in grade on win at Flemington 
l/s but does have a top trainer and an imposing record of 10 runs for 5 wins and 3 seconds. Willie Mullins has brought only 2 to HK 

in the past and both ran 5th in this race at long prices. 0.5 unit. CALLED TO THE BAR also a prolific winner with 16 starts for 7 wins 

and 7 placings, albeit over further and should map well. 0.5 unit.  

 



 

 
 

Race 5 – Group 1      1200m 

 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = AVE 

1 4.0 BEAT THE CLOCK  6.1 V    

  2 18.9 D B PIN  26    

3 9.7 MR STUNNING  31 V 12 SEASONS BLOOM  >>>> 

4 7.7 HOT KING PRAWN  7.2 11 D B PIN  >>>>>>> 

5 29.5 RATTAN  30 10 REGENCY LEGEND  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

6  LITTLE GIANT   9 IVICTORY  >>>>>>>>>> 

7  DANON SMASH  18 ^ 8 AETHERO  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

8  IVICTORY  56 ^ 7 WISHFUL THINKER  >>>> 

9  WISHFUL THINKER  58 ^ 6 DANON SMASH  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

10  SEASONS BLOOM  19 ^ 5 RATTAN  >>>>>>>>>> 

11 9.7 FULL OF BEAUTY  18 V 4 FULL OF BEAUTY  >>>>>>>>>> 

12  REGENCY LEGEND  58 V 3 BEAT THE CLOCK  >>>>>>> 

13  IN HER TIME   2 MR STUNNING  >>>>>>>>>> 

14 4.0 AETHERO  1.7 1 HOT KING PRAWN  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

The race: Aethero crossed quickly in the Jockey Club Sprint to lead from a mid-draw and sustained good, slightly better than 

average pace throughout and that will be the game plan here from a wider barrier, trying to keep it simple and avoid him 

getting in amongst other runners. The question this time is whether he gets more opposition attention early. In the JC Sprint, half 

the field was having first run for 6 months or more and probably didn’t want to be over-used early but this is the grand final. Hot 

King Prawn is probably the horse fast enough to really make Aethero work if he wants to and had Prawn drawn a bit wider think 
that would have happened. However, from gate 1, Teetan might now be inclined to just give his horse as soft a trip as possible 

and hand up the lead, hoping there is a flaw in the 3yo in the run home or that someone else does the donkey work and attacks 

him. Danon Smash is a fast beginner, just doesn’t have a history of actually leading, while Regency Legend might be fast enough 

to give Aethero some opposition but is drawn outside him, which makes it harder unless he works him through the middle stages. 

Maybe the wild card for speed is Ivictory, whose successful past was as a high cruising speed leader. He has had problems for 

the past year or more and missed a lot of racing. He has had 2 runs recently without being pressured to go forward but could he 
change tack today and be more aggressive now it’s the main target? The most likely scenario looks to be a race run just like the 

JC Sprint.  

 

Recommendations: We backed Aethero at 1.6 at his race debut as a 2yo when he should have been 1-20 but have not been 

able to keep up with the boom on him ever since. At some time, expect he will be declared the world’s best sprinter but as a 3yo 

with 6 starts it’s hard to be as bullish here as the market will be – him getting all favours looks possible but is fully priced in. BEAT 
THE CLOCK has never missed a place in 22 starts and run first or 2nd in 16 of them. He is a top class horse with a brilliant finish and 

expected him to just need his first run back when conceding Aethero weight as well. He meets him a little better here and can 

improve his performance as well. 2.5 units. Winner of this the last 2 years, MR STUNNING is the forgotten horse after being caught 

deep f/up behind Aethero in the Jockey Club Sprint when a 17-1 chance. Fitter, drawn better. 1.5 units. FULL OF BEAUTY has never 

run the ratings of a star G1 horse but is a very determined horse with a record of 6 wins 3 seconds from 11 starts. He was knocked 
over at the jump behind Aethero l/s when drew out, settled rear and finished brilliantly. He will be much closer this draw with 

clean running early. 1.5 units. 

 
Race 6 – Class 3      1400m 

 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = AVE 

1 16.3 SACRED IBIS  14 14 HERCULES  >>>> 

  2 3.4 SUPER STAR  4.8 V 13 BEAUTY LOYAL  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

3 10.4 WINNING DELIGHT  13 12 TAILOR MADE  >>>> 

4  HERCULES  144 11 ALCARI  >>>>>>> 

5  ALCARI  22 ^ 10 LAKESHORE EAGLE  >>>>>>>>>> 

6 13.1 CRAIG'S STAR  15 9 STAR OF YUEN LONG  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

7 8.4 STAR OF YUEN LONG  7.3 8 RELENTLESS ME  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

8 20.3 LAKESHORE EAGLE  11 7 SUPER STAR  >>>>>>> 

9 16.3 MONICA  3.2 ^ 6 MONICA  >>>>>>> 

10  TAILOR MADE  80 ^ 5 CLASSIC POSH  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

11  BEAUTY LOYAL  18 ^ 4 SACRED IBIS  >>>> 

12 8.4 RELENTLESS ME  13 V 3 SKYEY SUPREME  >>>>>>> 

13 13.1 CLASSIC POSH  22 V 2 CRAIG'S STAR  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

14  SKYEY SUPREME  50 ^ 1 WINNING DELIGHT  >>>>>>> 

 

The race: Only two leaders here, Star Of Yuen Long and Relentless Me and both rolled at a good speed in front latest. With the 10-

pound claimer on Relentless Me again, every reason to think he will set out to do something similar and Star Of Yuen Long will sit 

outside him and ensure the speed doesn’t slow up too much. Beauty Loyal will be somewhere forward but is a little wildcard for 

the pace as he goes quite keenly & is capable of pulling himself up to press the leaders if exposed and that seems likely out 

there. Classic Posh is going to be the big map turnaround after running on from last l/s from gate 12 - from the better draw, 

expect him to take a much more positive approach.  

 

Recommendations: SUPER STAR an excellent talent with excuses l/s, better draw might see him sit a little closer and had great 

finishing speed. 3 units. WINNING DELIGHT will improve on l/s when wide throughout and CLASSIC POSH hampered by wide gate 

l/s, will map better here and nice odds. 1 unit each. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Race 7 – Group 1      1600m 

 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = < AVE 

1 2.8 BEAUTY GENERATION  3.1 10 WAIKUKU  >>>>>>>>>> 

  2 3.6 INDY CHAMP  3.7 V 9 NORMCORE  >>>>>>> 

3  PERSIAN KNIGHT  40 8 CITRON SPIRIT  >>>> 

4 8.7 WAIKUKU  3.9 ^ 7 SIMPLY BRILLIANT  >>>>>>>>>> 

5  ZAAKI  34 ^ 6 PERSIAN KNIGHT  >>>> 

6 13.6 KA YING STAR  8.8 5 BEAUTY GENERATION  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

7 26.8 SIMPLY BRILLIANT  30 4 ADMIRE MARS  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

8  CITRON SPIRIT  28 ^ 3 INDY CHAMP  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

9 10.9 ADMIRE MARS  21 2 ZAAKI  >>>> 

10  NORMCORE  11 ^ 1 KA YING STAR  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

The race: Well, there was some early argy bargy l/s when Beauty Generation tried to hold Ka Ying Star out off the track so he 

could avoid being pocketed, and they opened a gap behind them that Moreira managed to get Waikuku into from the outside 

gate. This time Ka Ying Star is drawn inside Beauty Generation and expect Purton will be very comfortable letting Ka Ying Star go 

through and lead and he sits outside him. That takes the early speed out of the race and Waikuku will be in a different scenario 

here. The Japanese horses Indy Champ and Admire Mars will likely occupy the space behind the lead and Simply Brilliant will be 

trying to hold some position off the speed too. So, unless Moreira is willing to use Waikuku to go forward – unlikely – or something 

unforeseen happens, it’s more likely today he will be in midfield at best. 

 

Recommendations: John Moore believes BEAUTY GENERATION was flattened by his course record win 1400m f/up with big weight 

when underdone and it has played a part in 2 defeats since. If he bounces back to best this wont be a race as it maps perfectly. 

If he runs to his “disappointing” l/s form still the horse to beat. 2.5 units. Think the query horse is ADMIRE MARS. Japanese 3yo with 
5 wins from 8 runs and unbeaten 1600m until l/s. Started even money fav l/s Japan in race won by Normcore and had no 

excuses on face value but they’ve still brought him here. It was first run for 5 months so perhaps needed it. Will be a price. 1 unit. 

 
 

 

Race 8 – Group 1     2000m 

 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = AVE 

1 17.5 WIN BRIGHT  4.7 ^ 8 WIN BRIGHT  >>>>>>> 

  2 7.1 RISE HIGH  3.7 ^ 7 DARK DREAM  >>>>>>> 

3 21.8 TIME WARP  15 6 TIME WARP  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

4 9.0 GLORIOUS FOREVER  10 5 GLORIOUS FOREVER  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

5 17.5 DARK DREAM  20 4 EDISA >>>> 

6 7.1 FURORE  3.7 3 RISE HIGH  >>>>>>> 

7 3.7 MAGIC WAND  5.6 V 2 MAGIC WAND  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

8 5.8 EDISA  13 1 FURORE  >>>>>>>>>> 

 

The race: : Once again the brothers will go eyeball to eyeball in the early stages here, Time Warp and Glorious Forever, though a 

really crucial new piece of information happened in a trial just over a week ago. Glorious Forever trialled in a cross-over nose 

band - a bit of gear often used to good effect on horses which have become too keen and hard to manage – and he didn’t 

overrace in it, even though his rider did bustle him early. That may allow Purton to tuck him in behind Time Warp rather than 
contest the front, as they did for the umpteenth time last start for the first 500m of the Jockey Club Cup even though Glorious 

Forever eventually was wrestled in behind Time Warp. If that happens then it could take the sting out of the pace completely and 

leave us with the kind of tempo that has seen each of them win this race in the past 2 years from the front. Magic Wand stalked 2 

leaders in winning the Mackinnon Stks in Australia l/s and gets the same set up here and Furore likely next to her or just trailing 

here as not expecting any speed from the rest. Calling it average but may even be a little slower if the front two get it right. 

 

Recommendations: Think there are stacks of queries in this so for a small field things aren’t any easier. De Royer-Dupre has 

brought 18 horses to HK over the years, 2 have won but 66% have run first four so EDISA is interesting at good odds. Didn’t have 

tempo to suit winning US two runs back. She has a similar sort of look to Giofra who ran 2nd unheralded in this race for the same 

trainer in 2011. Just think she’s a gamble at the odds. 2.5 units. MAGIC WAND is a straight bat sort of tip here and seems a decent 

price. Doesn’t have a great win record but maps well, is a l/s winner and the only one here who is! 1 unit. GLORIOUS FOREVER 
could be the surprise packet after racing much too fiercely 2 starts this season and just giving himself no chance. With the gear 

change in the trial he was far more manageable and did win the race l/yr. 1 unit.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



 

 
 

Race 9 – Class 2      1200m 

 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = AVE 

1 32.2 CALIFORNIA WHIP  11 ^ 14 PATCH BABY  >>>> 

  2 32.2 THANKS FOREVER  6.4 ^ 13 RAGING STORM  >>>> 

3  GUNNISON  20 ^ 12 MISSION TYCOON  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

4 26.0 FAT TURTLE  6.6 ^ 11 CALIFORNIA WHIP  >>>>>>> 

5  MISSION TYCOON  19 ^ 10 FAT TURTLE  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

6 8.4 WATER DIVINER  5.6 9 THANKS FOREVER  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

7 13.2 RAGING STORM  11 8 AEROHAPPINESS  >>>>>>> 

8 32.2 RAGING BLITZKRIEG  20 7 MR LUMIERES  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

9 26.0 LITTLE BIRD  36 6 MR CROISSANT  >>>>>>>>>> 

10 2.8 MR CROISSANT  4.9 V 5 BEAUTY AMIGO  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

11  MR LUMIERES  26 ^ 4 WATER DIVINER  >>>>>>> 

12 4.3 AEROHAPPINESS  18 V 3 GUNNISON  >>>>>>>>>> 

13  BEAUTY AMIGO  23 ^  2 RAGING BLITZKRIEG  >>>>>>> 

14  PATCH BABY  28 ^ 1 LITTLE BIRD  >>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

The race: The pace here is good, some potential for faster depending on the jump and intent of a few runners. Mr Lumieres is a 

1000m specialist who led up a similar race 2 runs ago this distance & likely his rivals will see him as the cheap speed here and let 

him do his thing. Fat Turtle and Thanks Forever will want to follow him over and camp on his back, but there is some speed drawn 

low. Little Bird messed up the jump at HV l/s but has a history of leading or being right on the speed. Beauty Amigo a wild card – 

he has pace but didn’t get much right HK debut and was in midfield, pulling. With a good start, he might be more of a player on 
the speed better draw here. The presence of the 10-pound claimer on Mission Tycoon is also a little red flag – back in the days 

when he regularly ran at 1200m, this horse was an on pace runner but not necessarily leader. He is out of form & struggling but KH 

Chan might be a signal of intent to press forward with purpose as he did l/s 1600m. 

 

Recommendations: Keenest on this race all day to bet into. MR CROISSANT going well, gets nice run, expect him to be well 

backed. 5 units. But also expecting AEROHAPPINESS to be heavily backed at these odds and is you can access the 20.0 
corporate price you should bet early. Had blood in trachea after l/s when well beaten by Mr Croissant but beat him f/up this 

season and there is not a lot between them. 4 units. RAGING STORM keeps running on, should be a price and is somewhere near 

a win. 0.5 unit. 

 

 

 

Race 10 – Class 2     1600m 

 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = < AVE 

1 17.0 NOT USUAL TALENT  12 ^ 14 JOYFUL TRINITY  >>>>>>> 

  2 21.3 MORETHANLUCKY  33 13 NOT USUAL TALENT  >>>>>>> 

3 17.0 RACING FIGHTER  47  12 ENRICHMENT  >>>> 

4 4.5 MORE THAN THIS  2.3 ^ 11 PLAYA DEL PUENTE  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

5 7.0 PLAYA DEL PUENTE  10 V  10 MORE THAN THIS  >>>>>>>>>> 

6  JOYFUL TRINITY  42 ^ 9 PRECIOUSSHIP  >>>>>>> 

7 4.5 NICCONI EXPRESS  9.9 V 8 SUPER OASIS  >>>>>>> 

8 26.5 SUPER OASIS  10 ^ 7 AMAZING BEATS  >>>>>>> 

9  ENJOYING  56 ^ 6 NICCONI EXPRESS  >>>>>>> 

10 21.3 STAR PERFORMANCE  8.0 ^ 5 RACING FIGHTER  >>>>>>>>>> 

11 26.5 GOLD CHEST  16 4 STAR PERFORMANCE  >>>>>>> 

12  AMAZING BEATS  44 3 ENJOYING  >>>>>>> 

13  ENRICHMENT  22 ^ 2 GOLD CHEST  >>>>>>>>>> 

14 17.0 PRECIOUSSHIP  13 1 MORETHANLUCKY  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

The race: This is not as cut and tried as some think, only because Playa Del Puente wasn’t that quick out at his first 2 HK runs. He 

did however jump well and led/controlled from gate 1 HV l/s and again jumped well in Nov 19 trial so we are trusting him to do 

the same here. If he comes out running, Playa Del Puente will want the lead and control of the pace, like at HV where he went 

quite slowly then sprinted hard from the 600m. Having a leader suits the other fast horse, Morethanlucky, who would prefer to 

have something to follow as he gets keen with clear air in front of him. Gold Chest should be handy & Racing Fighter steps up in 
distance and should be somewhere around the front if he doesn’t mess up the start as he did l/s. We’ve seen Preciousship ridden 

more quietly lately to good effect but More Than This has looked versatile & still a chance to be fairly handy if there is no strong 

speed.  

 

Recommendations: Lot of focus here on the Derby contenders like Playa del Puente, More Than This and Super Oasis first up. 

Think the price is crazy More Than This and he can be upstaged by a horse brought in for last year’s Derby, NICCONI EXPRESS. 
Great turn of foot to win this grade l/s and better drawn here, may sit a little closer. 2.5 units. At very long odds in a race where 

the surprises could come from the front of the race, MORETHANLUCKY and RACING FIGHTER a speculative shot. 0.5 unit each.   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 
 

 No. Selection Units 

1 2 SMART CHARADE 1 

2 1 EASY GO EASY WIN 2 

2 2 SPLENDOUR AND GOLD 2 

2 5 VINCY 1 

2 10 CINQUANTE CINQ 4.5 

2 11 HOME WIN 1 

3 2 REEL BIZZY 1 

3 6 ELIGERE 0.5 

3 11 SUPER WEALTHY 2 

3 14 PRINCE OF GEMS 1 

4 6 CALLED TO THE BAR 0.5 

4 11 LUCKY LILAC 1.5 

4 12 TRUE SELF 0.5 

4 13 ANTHONY VAN DYCK 2 

5 1 BEAT THE CLOCK 2.5 

5 3 MR STUNNING  1.5 

5 11 FULL OF BEAUTY 1.5 

6 2 SUPER STAR 3 

6 3 WINNING DELIGHT 1 

6 13 CLASSIC POSH 1 

7 1 BEAUTY GENERATION 2.5 

7 9 ADMIRE MARS 1 

8 4 GLORIOUS FOREVER 1 

8 7 MAGIC WAND 1 

8 8 EDISA 2.5 

9 7 RAGING STORM 0.5 

9 10 MR CROISSANT 5 

9 12 AEROHAPPINESS 4 

10 2 MORETHANLUCKY 0.5 

10 3 RACING FIGHTER 0.5 

10 7 NICCONI EXPRESS 2.5 
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